
Graduation Doesn’t Matter For All Students
Ben Willstein All the way from sixth grade toBackpage Editor the day of graduation, the students of the MCPS districts are swarmed with the words, "Graduation Matters," emphasizing thatfour years of high school pays off with a high school diploma and open doors into work and college. However, many students are bored with classrooms or learn in different ways, so they seek other ways to follow their dreams and and find success, proving there are always other options to pursue young ambitions other than walking across the stage.One former Hellgate student who will never walk across the stage is Jack Michaels, who dropped out as a junior this year. However, Michaels is not ashamed to be a high school drop out because even though he will not receive a diploma he is still attending the University of Montana (UMJ a year earlier than he would have had he stayed at Hellgate. "I reached the point at which high school had nothing left to offer me," Michaels said. "I’ve already learned everything I needed academically to progress in life" Michaels felt that with his currentknowledge another year would be a "waste of time" and
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would be better spent with higher education. So Michaels got a Certificate of High School Equivalency after passing the General Education Development (G.E.D.) tests.One of the main aspects holding Michaels back from dropping out was his participation in band - that was until he earned a spot in the UM band. He is excited that he will be able to carry out extra curricular activities such as band and Speech and Debate in college. Michaels's biggest obstacle to his plan was convincing his mother. "No mother wants to hear their child is technically a drop out but I convinced her that once I went on to college and got my degree no one would really care,” said Michaels. Although it is commonly stressed a high school diploma is essential, Michaels believes a college degree will treat him just fine. Nonetheless he does heed a warning that his path is not for everyone."A G.E.D. will get you into certain colleges but if you’re are not seeking tertiary education, it is a terrible idea because a lot of employers don’t value it the same."Though he will be younger than the average college freshman, Michaels already feels assimilated with the UM and some of its students. "I don’t look my age [Michaels has been wearing a full beard since freshman year], and I’m on the university campus twice a week doing various things," Michaels said.'Tve got a D&D (Dungeons and Dragons) game with undergraduates every Saturday, so whenever I’m around campus I’m very much a part of that society already.”A more popular method than Michaels’ is that of graduating early. Each year there are a few juniors who have had enough of high school so they put in a little extra work to get it over with and find their own path. One of these students is Marina Duncan-Cherry who graduated with the class of 2014 after just two and a half years of high school. Cherry now attends Ecole Nationale de Cirque, or the National Circus School in Monteal Canada. There, she trains in circus arts for nearly eight hours a day and attends classes consisting of philosophy, French, anatomy, literature, and history of circus arts. "What made me want to leave high school early was getting to follow my passion and learn in a different way than what the school system was providing,” said Cherry.Although she brushed past her high school years, Cherry didn't always have the ambition to graduate early. "Going into high school 1 already had extra math and P.E. Credits and freshman and sophomore year I
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(Photo courtesy of Marina Cherry).took full course loads and extra classes over the summer, more for the purpose of just gaining more knowledge” Cherry said. Then in her sophomore year she simply "didn't want to do high school anymore." After the idea of being home schooled did not lay over with her parents well, Cherry settled for graduating early. In half a year she completed about the equivalent of two years of high school. It was at this time when Cherry looked into Ecole Nationale de Cirque."At this point I had found this school and began preparing for the auditions to get in. My family was extremely supportive of this idea. They think it’s so cool that I’m able to follow my dreams!" Cherry now trains rigorously in the hope of joining a circus company (Cherry makes it clear that Cirque Du Soleil is not the only company) and traveling to Europe to perform overseas. Leaving high schoolearly suits many personalities of Hellgate. For one thing, It’s a great way to avoid senioritis. Nevertheless this quote by Michaels sums up the thoughts of many students trying to get out of high school. "After a certain point, you realize that high school has certain things to offer certain people, and I reached the point that high school did not have anything left to offer me.”




